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Context
The West of England Combined Authority is working with local councils to improve transport across our region. We 
want to:

• Provide better and more sustainable transport options
• Help people move around more easily
• Reduce congestion
• Lower carbon emissions
• Improve the environment we live in
• Help tackle the climate emergency
• Encourage people to leave their cars at home

We are working on projects to improve bus services and walking and cycling opportunities, as part of our vision 
for a greener, better connected transport network in the West of England. Many of these projects have evolved from 
opportunities identified in our Joint Local Transport Plan 4. They include:

• A37/A4108 Corridor
• A38N Corridor
• A432 / A4174 Corridor
• A37 / A367 Corridor between Midsomer Norton and Bristol or Bath
• Bristol to Bath Corridor



Advantages of preferred solution: 
- Secures key early deliverable necessary for SOBC; SOBC delivery remains on programme (Nov 21) 
- Acceleration of BBSC engagement avoids confusion/overlap with other schemes (eg Mass Trans) 
- Rides on wave of National Bus Strategy / Bus Back Better 
- Sets model for imminent delivery of other Strategic Corridors (eg. A37 / A4018)  
- Allows BBSC operational model to be developed in line with BSIP  
- Reduces risk by allowing BBSC to meaningfully engage on corridor bus/walking/cycling issues 

Why we need to do this now: 
- Corridor approach set out in JLTP4 and June 2020 committee approved funds for progression 
- This is a 3-5 year scheme; intention to take SOBC to Jan 2022 Committee; work must happen now 
- Mass Transit identified Bristol to Bath as corridor most likely to come forward first
- Improvements created by BBSC will gather patronage for Mass Transit  

Bristol to Bath Corridor 



Aims

The West of England Combined Authority is working with Bath and North East Somerset and Bristol City councils to 
improve travel between Bath and Bristol through better bus services and enabling more cycling and walking along 
the A4 route.

The programme aims to:

• Enable people to move away from using cars by improving bus services between Bristol and Bath city centres

• The new services will provide more frequent and reliable services, reducing journey times by offering bus 
priority measures and bus lanes

• Create an end-to-end cycle route connecting communities along the corridor with easy-to-use cycling facilities

• Support opportunities for regeneration and economic growth by offering better connections between our 
communities



Why

We will be developing proposals for a variety of ways to improve the A4 corridor between Bristol and Bath.

This is needed because:

• There is a huge reliance on cars along the A4 and it is frequently heavily congested

• 50% of the corridor has air quality issues*

• Opportunities for walking and cycling are limited – most of the A4 has no off-road cycle path

• Both Brislington and Newbridge Park and Rides were oversubscribed

• It can take over 30 mins to get to a bus stop and then bus journeys into either city centre can take up to 50 
minutes

• The A4 between Bristol and Bath is critical route, connecting local communities and connect communities from 
elsewhere in the region to our major cities.

*Based on Air Quality Management Area’s 



Engagement 
We want to hear from people who live near, or travel along, the A4 for work or leisure, including anyone whose 
main route into Bristol or Bath is via the A4.

We want to find out what issues you currently experience and what improvements you would like to see for bus 
services, cycling, walking and Park & Rides along the route.

Feedback will help us put together proposals to improve the A4 route between Bristol and Bath.

This engagement exercise will not discuss detailed options at this stage – options will be discussed later in the 
programme.

The survey runs from 26 July to the 10 September 2021. Here are the types of questions we are asking:

1. How often will you travel along any part of the A4 between Bristol and Bath? How do you travel?

2. What are the issues you encounter whilst travelling along the A4 between Bristol and Bath?

3. What improvements would you like to see along the A4 between Bristol and Bath?



Next Steps 

• Please complete the survey following this weblink: https://travelwest.info/projects/improvements-on-a4-bristol-
to-bath to share your issues and thoughts with us

• Please share this weblink and encourage your residents to complete it themselves: 
https://travelwest.info/projects/improvements-on-a4-bristol-to-bath

• Comment on the interactive map: bristol.gov.uk/BristoltoBathmap

• Email: BristoltoBath@westofengland-ca.gov.uk

• All map comments and survey responses to be submitted by 10 September

• An engagement report will be published in late 2021 and will feed into the Strategic Outline Business Case for 
the corridor

• The programme will be broken down into multiple projects along the route to allow for the different context of 
places and people along the corridor

• It is a 3-5 year programme of work

https://travelwest.info/projects/improvements-on-a4-bristol-to-bath
https://travelwest.info/projects/improvements-on-a4-bristol-to-bath
https://bcc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceReporter/index.html?appid=b06917f76c2348cdb08bd5eba2df53b0
mailto:BristoltoBath@westofengland-ca.gov.uk


Any questions?


